Among the structural problems of ring theory is that of splitting a ring with respect to a prime ideal, that is, decomposing the ring into a direct sum of a ring and a prime ideal. We shall be concerned with split ting algebras over field, k, which are generated by two extension fields and F2. Suppose that A = F1F2 k-algebra generated by Fj and F2 and let V be a prime ideal in A. We can consider A/as a k-algebra, and also it is generated by copies of F^ and F2. Now if we wish to split A with respect to , we must find a subalgebra, I, in A which is isomor phic to A/ and maps naturally onto A/*^ . We shall also require I to be a k-subalgebra of A.
To investigate the existence of such a subalgebra in A it is ex pedient to utilize the tensor product, F^x^Fg. We have a canonical k-homomorphism f from the tensor product F^X]^F2onto A. If there is a k-subalgebra, I', of ^^^^2 is k-isomorphic to A/and which intersects the complete counterimage, 4' ^, of in zero, A will then contain a subalgebra, I' 4' , which is isomorphic to A/ and which inter sects in zero. The algebra I' ^ may not split A since it could map properly but isomorphically into A/ . However, the existence of this algebra is necessary for the splitting of A with respect to V" .
• It is in this context that the study of endomorphisms of the tensor product is of value to the splitting problem.
Our aim is to reduce the problem to that of finding a subalgebra in the tensor product of two fields that have a unique free join (See Defini tion 2,3.1). After a short section of preliminary remarks, we examine the structure of the tensor product modulo the radical. In Theorem 3.9
we obtain the interesting result that if R = ® finite primary decomposition for the zero ideal, fl (0), then R modulo its radical is the direct sum of the free joins of and F^. In the proof of the theorem it is also shown that F^x^F^ is the direct sum of rings which are tensor products of fields which have unique free joins. The result itself is of interest in ring theory in attempting to characterize a ring which has a primary decomposition for the zero ideal and is a direct sum of the ring modulo the primary components of zero.
Theorem 3.10 gives us a necessary and sufficient condition for the _tensor product modulo its radical to contain a composite subalgebra.
Theorem 4.4 is an extension of 3.10 to the tensor product. Throughout the rest of the paper we shall denote the composite r QjSjt^ as simply Q, or if we wish to be more specific we may write Q = Fj^''^F2'' where Fj_" = F^s and F2'' = F2t.
COMPOSITES IN THE TENSOR PRODUCT MODULO THE RADICAL
Let F-j_ and be extension fields of k, and set R = split R = Q + "^4 into the direct sum of a subalgebra,Q, and a prime ideal , 5^ J Q must be a integral domain composite of and F2. This follows from the fact that if ^ is the splitting endomorphism, F^ A ker= Fg n ker = (0) and the image of ^ must be generated by F^ ^ and F^^.
Thus in order to split the tensor product with respect to a prime ideal, there must be a composite of the fields existing in the tensor product.
We shall require that this composite is a subalgebra of R. The need will arise to speak of composites in homomorphic images of R. In such cases these composites will also be restricted to subalgebras over the image of k. For the remainder of this section R will always be the tensor product Fj^x^Fg of two fields, ^"^Jthe complete set of zero-divisor prime ideals of R, N = n , and TT^ the canonical homomorphism from R/N onto R/ which arises in the subdirect sum representation above. At this point we shall restrict R to be a ring that has a primary rep resentation, n = (0), for its zero ideal. Among the rings that satisfy this condition are those that satisfy the ascending chain con dition. This, in turn, will be satisfied if one of the fields, Fj_ or F2, is finitely generated over k. (See Nagata [ 6 ] , p. 168)
The advantages of this assumption lie in the following. We recall from the previous section that the number of minimal prime ideals of R is finite and that each is a zero-divisor ideal (See 2.1.8 and 2.1.11).
Thus the subdirect sum representation of 3". 1 is finite. Also, if we pick the unique irredundant primary representation for the zero ideal (the uniqueness arises since all the prime zero-divisor ideals of F2^Xj^F2are minimal) we have a corresponding subdirect sum representation for R = IE] R/ where each 01^ is primary for .
Directly from the finiteness of the subdirect sum and 2.2,7 we have Proposition 3.3. Suppose that R = F-j^xj^F2 has a primary representation for the zero ideal. Let Q be a composite of F-|_ and F2 contained in R.
Then the results of Proposition 3.2 hold, and also some Q is equivalent to Q.
We note that the assumption Q H N = (0) is not necessary here since N consists only of nilpotent elements (2.1.10). Proof. Suppose that xeRad Ct . Then x%' = (x e*)'^ = 0 for some n.
Hence x e' 6 N and (x e') = (x v^) e = 0, Now let xeOt. (xv^)e =(xe')v^ = 0. Then x e' e N and there is an integer n such that (x e')^ = x%' =0. Proof. The first assertian holds since the kernel of restricted to W is both prime and nil. The second follows from the fact that Lemma 4.6. The identity of R is indecomposable in W.
Proof. Suppose that e 7^ 1 is an idempotent of W, Since ( 1-e)^ = l-2e+e =1 -e, 1 -e is also an idempotent of W. Also e(l -e) = 2 e -e =0, and hence either e is zero or a proper zero divisor of W.
Since every zero divisor of W is nilpotent, there is an n such that e^ = e = 0. With this result we have reduced,under the assumptions of Theorem 4,7, the existence of a composite in R to the existence of a composite in one of the summands of R. Furthermore, we see that each summand of R is a tensor product of a field and an integral domain, and that this field and integral domain possess a unique free join over a particular subfieId.
Referring back to Theorem 3.9 we see that R/ 01^ is also isomorphic to some K^Xp, we F'2 is the separable algebraic closure of k in F2 and is a composite of and F2'. We note that K and F2 have a unique free join over Fg'. Thus we have also reduced the problem to finding a subalgebra in the tensor product of two fields which possess a unique free join.
The advantages of Theorem 4.11 appear only in the case in which we w a n t a f r e e j o i n i n I t w i l l t h e n b e e a s i e r t o e x t e n d R ' / i n Fj^Xj^Fg to a free join of F-, and F2, since we do not need to be concerned with the transcendental character of F^.
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